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1. Introduction 

One of the most important tasks of oscillation investigation in engineering is 
to determine resonant regimes. Several problems related to parametric excitation 
have been quite thoroughly examined in [1, 2]. The objective of this paper is to ex
amine the influence of non-linear parametric excitation to resonant characteristics 
of one degree of freedom system in which non-linear function contains derivatives 
of second order [3, 4]. 

2. Averaging method for a system with second order deriva
tive in the right side 

Consider an oscillating system described by the differential equation 

x + n2 x + f(r) = c:F(r,x,x,x) (2.1) 

where f(r), F(r,x,x,x) are periodic functions of r with the period 211', n is an 
integer and c: is a small parameter. Using the variable transformation: 

x = r(r) cosnr + s(r) sinnr + x*(r)' 

x = -r(r)n sin nr + s(r)n cos nr + ±* (r) 

where r and s are new variables, 

00 

f(r) = ~0 + L(ai cosir + bi sinir), 
~=1 

x*(r) = _ ao _.:;:... ai cosy'r + bi sinJr 
2n2 L- n 2 -P 

r=l 
:j¢n 
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(2.3) 



Equations for new variables will be 

dr e: F( * ·· . . * . ·· 
-=-- r,x +rcosnr+ssmnr,x -rnsmnr+sncosnr, 
dr n 

x* - rn 2 cos nr- sn2 sin nr- rn sinnr + sncos nr) sin nr, 

ds e: F( * . ·• . -=- r,x +rcosnr+ssmnr,x -rnsmnr+sncosnr, 
dr n 

(2.4) 

x* -rn2 cosnr- sn2 sinnr- rnsinnr +sncosnr)cosnr. 

The averaging method can be applied to the equations (2.4) to find out its 
approximate solutions [4]. First we write the equations (2.4) in the form: 

dr e: F( * . . * . -d = -- r,x +rcosnr+ssmnr,x -rnsmnr+sncosnr, 
t n . 

x* - rn2 cos nr - sn2 sin nr) sin nr, 

ds e:F( * . . * . -d =- r,x + rcosnr + ssmnr,x - rnsmnr+ sncosnr, 
t n 

x* - rn2 cos nr - sn2 sin nr) cos nr. 

Averaging the right hand sides of these equations we obtain 

d
dr = -~(Fsinnr) = e:¢ 1(r,s), 
r n 

ds e: 
-d = -(Fcosnr) = e:¢2 (r,s), 

r n 

2rr 

(f)= ~~fdr. 
21r 

0 

{2.5) 

{2.6) 

{2.7) 

In general, it is impossible to integrate the equation {2.6). However, we can 
find its important particular solution r0 = const, so = const, which satisfies 
equations 

¢1 {ro, so) = 0, 

¢2(ro,so) = 0. 
{2.8) 

The equation system (2.8) is called amplitude equations since A= yr2 + s 2 

is the amplitude of oscillation. The solution of equation {2.1) that corresponds to 
(ro, s0 ) is called the stationary one. 
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In order to study the stability of the solution {r0 , so) of the equation {2.6) we 
consider an arbitrary solution (r,s), whose initial values are close to (ro,so): 

r =To+ Or, 

s =so+ OS. 
{2.9) 

Substitution of {2.9) into {2.6) and development of their right members into 
power series of or, o s yield 

d(or) _ (a¢1) , · (a<P1) , 
-d- - 0 -a ur + 0 -a us + ... r r o s o 

d(os) =o(a¢2) or+o(a¢2) os+ ... , 
dr ar 0 as 0 

{2.10) 

where non-written terms are of higher order than one relatively to or and os and 
the symbols ( ... )0 denotes that after differentiating we put r =To, s = s0 . 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of stationary so-
lution are 

(a¢1) +(a¢2) <0, 
ar 0 as 0 

( a¢1 . a¢2 - a,p1 . a¢2) > 0. 
aT as as ar 0 

{2.11) 

{2.12) 

3. Amplitude-Frequency Equation of system with non-lin
ear parametric excitation term 

Examine resonant oscillations of an one degree of freedom system given by 
the equation: 

5 

x +Ax= o( Aax + L gixi cos mr- {3± + ex3 + e1xx2 + e2x2x) {3.1) 
i=1 

where the overdots denote derivation with respect to variable rand m is an integer. 
In this case the expression F(r, x, x, x) is of the form 

5 

· F =A ax+ L gixi cos mr- f3x + ex3 + e1xx2 + e2x2x. 
j=l 

Equation {3.1) can be now rewritten under the form: 

x +Ax= oF(r,x, x,x). 
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Consider the resonant case A = n 2 • In the first approximation the solution of 
,he equation (3.1) is assumed of the form 

x = r cos nr + s sin nr 

i: = -rn sin nr + sn cos nr (3.3) 

x = -rn 2 cos nr - sn2 sin nr. 

Substituting (3.3) into (2.6) and making some tr~nsformations, the following am-
3litude - frequency equation of stationary oscillation can be established 

where 

for j f. i 

for j = i. 

Equation (3.4) always has a trivial solution A= 0. For A f. 0 it follows from 
equation (3.4) a formula relating amplitude to frequency. The results obtained are 
recapitulated in the Table 1. 

4. Stability Analysis of Resonant Oscillations 

With the help of stability conditions (2.1l), (2.12) we can establish stability 
conditions for stationary solutions of the equation (3.1) of the parameter oscil
lation. Final results obtained after rather complicated transformations are as 
follows: 
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Resonance 
possibilities 

m=n 

m=2n 

m=3n 

m=4n 

m=5n 

m=6n 

a. Case m = n 

Table 1 

Amplitude - frequency formulas 

2 3e + n 2er- 3n2e2 A 2 na=- . ± 
4 

4g2 + 5g4A2 

4g2 + 3g4A2 
(4g2 + 3g4A

2
)
2 
A

2 
.- n2!32 

162 

For stationary solution A f= 0 stability conditions are 

da 
dA <0 or 

da 
->0 
dA 

for the sign before the symbol of square root in amplitude-frequency formula is 
positive or negative, respectively. 

For the trivial solution A = 0, stability conditions are 

-j3 < 0, 

n2j32 > -n4a2. 
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Since these conditions are always satisfied, the solution A = 0 is stable. 

b. Ca.se m = 2n 

For stationary solution A i= 0 stability conditions are 

da 
dA < 0 for 

da 
dA >O 

for the sign before the symbol of square root in amplitude-frequency formula is 
positive or negative, respectively. 

For the trivial solution A = 0, stability conditions are 

-(3 < 0, 

n2(32 > ~gi- (n2a)2, 

it follows that the solution A = 0 is only stable outside resonant region. 

c. Case m = 3n 

For stationary solution A i= 0 stability conditions are 

da 
dA < 0 or 

da 
->0 
dA 

for the sign before the symbol of square root in amplitude - frequency formula is 
positive or negative, respectively. 

For the trivial solution A = 0, stability conditions are always satisfied, the 
solution A = 0 is stable. 

d. Case m = 4n 

For stationary solution A i= 0, stability conditions are 

da 
dA < 0 or 

·for the sign before the symbol of square root in amplitude - frequency formula is 
positive or negative, respectively. 

For the trivial solution A = 0, stability conditions are always satisfied, the 
solution A = 0 is stable. 

e. Case m = 5n 

For stationary solution A i= 0, stability conditions are 

da 
- < 0 or 
da 
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da 
->0 
da 



for the sign before the symbols of square root in amplitude - frequency formula is 
positive or negative, respectively. 

For the trivial solution A = 0, stability conditions are always satisfied, the 
solution A = 0 is stable 

f. Case m = 6n 

For stationary solution A ¥ 0, stability conditions are 

da da 
- <0 or - > 0 
dA - dA 

for the sign before the symbol of square root in amplitude - frequency formula is 
positive or negative, respectively. 

For the trivial solution A = 0, stability conditions are always satisfied, the 
solution A = 0 is stable. 

5. Numerical Simulation 

The values of the following parameters are given for numerical simulation: 

Y1 = 0.3; Y2 = 0.1; g3 = 0.03; g4 = 0.02; gs = 0.008 

e = 0.01; e1 = 0.02; e2 = 0.02. 

The remaining data are given according to each resonant case, such as: 

+ For case m = n, given m = n = 4; f3 = 0.003; a = 0.05. 

+ For case m = 2n, given m = 6; f3 = 0.03; a = 0. 

+ For case m = 3n, given m = 9; f3 = 0.03; a = 0.05. 

+ For case m = 4n, given m = 16; f3 = 0.03; a = 0.1. 

+ For case m = 5n, give m = 15; f3 = 0.003; a = 0.08. 

+ For case m = 6n, give m = 18; f3 = 0.003; a = 0.08. 

The MATLAB program [5] has been used for determination of amplitude -
frequency curve according to formulas in the Table 1 and for integration of differ
ential equation of oscillation with initial conditions determined from the amplitude 
- frequency curves. 

Fig.1 represents the amplitude - frequency curves of resonant oscillations. 

Fig. 2 shown graphically oscillation in time domain. It is noticed that there 
is a correspondence between the results obtained by analytic method and by nu
merical simulation and that harmonic resonant oscillations depend strongly on the 
damping parameter (3. 
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Resonant curve in the case m = n = 4 
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Resonant curve in the case m = 5n = 15 
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Resonant curve in the case m = 2n = 6 
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Vibration when m=n=4, ini.condition=[3,0] 
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6. Conclusion 

This article presented an applicationofaveraging method to the examination 
of resonant oscillations in a system with nonlinear parametric excitation. An 
analytic approach has provided amplitude - frequency equations and enabled to --..-
examine stability regimes of possible resonant oscillations. 

Analytic results correspond satisfactorily to the ones obtained by numerical 
simulation. It is shown a strong dependence of periodic oscillations on damping 
parameter (3. Further investigation of influence of f3 on oscillation regimes of the 
system will be published later. 

This work is completed with financial support from the Council for Natural 
Sciences of Vietnam. 
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v:E ANH HUONG cDA KicH DQNG TRAM so PHI TUYEN 

DEN TiNH CHAT CQNG HUONG CDA H:¢ DAO IJQNG 

Trong bai bao dii ap dvng phu-ang phap trung blnh dJ khil.o sat dao d9ng 
c9ng hu-&ng cda m9t h% dao d9ng co kfch di?ng tham so phi tuyiin. B~ng c6ng cv 
gi<l.i tfch da thu dm!C phu-ang trlnh bien d9- t"a_n SO va khao Sat cac chif d9 5n djnh 
cda cac dao di?ng c9ng hu-&ng xuitt hi~n. Cac kiit qui tfnh toan gi<l.i tfch kha phu 
~~ck~~t~~bb~~Ck~~lt~~chot~svp~ 
thu<?c rat m~h cda cac nghi~m tuan hoan vao tham so c<l.n f3. 
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